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MTM Hydro, SRL was founded by the Costamagna Family in 1977
in Cherasco Italy. Scott Lindholm and Pierluigi Gallo (former President,
MTM Hydro Srl.) formed a partnership creating MTM Hydro in Eden
Prairie, Minnesota in 2005. The foundation of the company was based
on manufacturing pressure washing equipment for OEMs and
distributors. Aaron and his brothers grew up watching their father
(Scott) guide the company through peaks and valleys providing many
learning opportunities and experiences. As children the Lindholm
Family can recall many instances where they got to spend time in the
warehouse often helping (dad) with incoming and outgoing
shipments. Tragedy struck in 2011 when Scott Lindholm unexpectedly
passed away. Aaron (the oldest of 3) assumed the reigns as President
of MTM Hydro (US).
For the next four years Aaron spent time gaining market insights and
launched Veloci Performance Products, Inc. (a rebrand of Mtm Hydro
USA). In 2017 Aaron Lindholm became President & CEO after
purchasing the US based subsidiary from MTM Hydro SRL. “We
recognize the value of premium equipment, accessories, and solutions.
We want to educate people on the impact that quality equipment has
on performance. We spend our time on the components that make a
large difference.”
The foundation of the company is rooted in quality; quality products,
quality customer service, quality innovation…. Quality, quality,
quality... Today the company is now poised for growth into other
product lines and continues to lead the global market by raising the
bar.
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Do not throw away after reading,
keep for reference and records.
Please read all instructions in this
user manual.
Direct any questions to:
sales@mtmparts.com
866.686.4020

Why Foam?
The MTM Hydro Foam Cannon is the standard in the foaming industry. Perfect for
all skill levels, this tool will save you time and money. Simply attach the foam cannon
to your pressure washer using one of the included fittings and you are up and
foaming. The PF22.2 offers an all-new standing bottle, adjustable fan blades, and
convertible spray patterns (vertical or horizontal), as it throws thick foam onto your
vehicle, house, fence, driveway, roof, locker room, hog barn, or anything else you
want cleaned. The air intake knob on top allows for more or less soap to be drawn
through the chamber, increasing or decreasing your foam’s thickness.
Best of all! Our foamers are repairable. Need parts? Give us
a call and we can get you replacement parts in no time.

Foam is great for cleaning:

Filter Replacement
Replacing the filter on the PF22 has never been easier! In just 4 simple steps
you can be up and running in under 2 minutes, using only two tools (hex key
& pliers/allen wrench).

Instructions
1. Confirm that your Pressure Washer and fittings are compatible
with the PF22 Foam Cannon.*
2. Mix your preferred detergent with fresh, clean water in the PF22
bottle and shake contents thoroughly.
3. Screw the nozzle onto your full PF22 bottle and attach it to your
pressure washing setup.
4. Foam away!
5. When foaming is complete, remove the PF22 bottle and pull the
trigger on your spray gun to allow clean water to flow through the
PF22 filter and flush any impure fluids or suspended particles that
may cause clogging.
*A pressure washer with a minimum of 1.4 GPM flow and 1,100 PS is strongly
advised for the product to operate correctly.

Included
Bottle

Suction Tube

Body

1. Use hex key to pop the silver pin located in the nozzle. Once you have it out a
1/4", use the piers to completely remove it.
2. Remove filter by sticking the hex key through the front end of the nozzle.
3. Reinsert your new filter.
4. Put it all back together. Give yourself a pat on the back, you're done!

Service

Service must be done exclusively by skilled workers using only original Veloci
replacement parts. WARNING: The components need to be properly reassembled
to restore to the original conditions of the product. Veloci is not responsible or
liable for any loss, damage or injury, direct or consequential, arising from
improper, use, reassembly or service by unskilled workers and/or users.

Warranty
MTM Hydro warrants that this product will be free from material and workmanship
defects under normal use for the period of ninety (90) days. "Normal use" does not
include use in excess or recommended maximum speeds, flows, pressures,
vacuums, and temperatures or use requiring handling of fluids not compatible
with component. Warranty does not cover freight, freezing, misapplication, or
negligence damage.

M22 Fitting

1/4" Plug

1.1 & 1.25mm Orifice

Replacement Parts*
Repair Kit: #41.5001

Bottle: #37.0253

Filter: #36.0226

*included parts may vary

Bottle: #37.5022

